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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: DCOMP, NCOMPcomparisons with MODIS, methodology similar- independent but MODIS not necessarily truth.WAYNE- has challenges, LUT fixes coming in DO.05, NCOMP. JON- both beta. Steve- Field campaign and Golden cases joint with Cloud team. CATS vice CALIOPE.JAIME- quantify the impact of cloud phase on the errors. SCOTT- DCOMP- COD results strikingly different between MODIS with thicker clouds and ABI- maybe that's tied to look up table. NCOMP it is CPS, thick ice saturation needs a closer look- why maxed out. Risk to Provisional seem to be upstream of L1B- eg, striping, co-reg.  Need more effort on Val.CRAIG- correlated the upstream product impact. Slide 84 list them.he difficulty with assessing the COD is the scarcity of comparable data sets. MODIS was used primarily for comparison but it was noted that the same approach was used for both. Exact comparison is not expected as neither measurement is absolute, but visual comparison adequate.Severals comparisons were shown for ice clouds. Performance parameters partially met for provisional maturity. Striping issues related to upstreams products. Assessment will look for correlation with observed striping and similar issues with upstream products. Specfic recommendations made to correcting/improving upstream Cloud Mask product calibration.NCOMP-COD- CALIOP used as truth. COD does not meet spec. Slides 62, 62 vs Slide 70, 71?Slide 70, 71- “Truth” datasets are difficult or impossible to find for CPS, so those validations are not performed. How did we develop specs?Jon-If CALIOP the best/only comparison data source, what is the risk based on its future availability?  MODIS is also reaching the end of its life (c. 2020).  
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	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: DCOMP/NCOMP is declared beta validation maturity. The Executive Board thanks the AWG DCOMP/NCOMP Team and the presenters for their detailed analysis.  We note the upstream L1B and LUT impacts on the L2 COD and CPS, which are being addressed in Harris Build DO.05. MODIS was the primary well characterized reference data used in validation. With CALIOPE ending its useful life, the Board recommends the team consider using the CATS Lidar on ISS in addition to the S-NPP and ER2 Field Campaign SI-traceable validation data (truth) on the Path to Provisional Validation, as well as identify Golden Cases with the other L2 teams, clouds in particular.  There are concurrent measurements from ABI, S-NPP and the ER2 (e.g., AVIRIS, S-HIS, CPL, CRS) that offer a valuable data set during daytime and nighttime conditions for a more detailed and quantitative validation. These can help understand the issue with thick ice saturation. The Board concurs with the Risks to Provisional Validation identified on Slides 83-84, mostly minor, and also recommends above that other mitigations are in progress and available to the AWG.
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